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1. Introduction – One of the predominant forms of oxidative lesions of DNA is 8-Hydroxy-2’-

deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG). The detection of 8-OHdG in biological fluids (e.g. urine; saliva) is a non-

invasive approach which can give information about the magnitude of the oxidative damage induced in

DNA by multiple factors. Its presence in high concentration may indicate diseases such as cancer,

diabetes or neurological disorder [1].

2. Experimental- Graphene and nitrogen-doped graphene were prepared by exfoliation of high-purity

graphite rods with pulses of current [2] in various electrolytes (e.g. ammonium sulfate; mixture of

ammonia and ammonium sulfate). At the end of the exfoliation process the material deposited at the

bottom of the cell was collected and washed with a large quantity of hot water. Next, it was transferred to

a smaller beaker for sonication (30 minutes). After filtration, the sample was dried by lyophilization. The

synthesized graphene and nitrogen-doped graphene were morphologically and structurally characterized

by TEM, XRD, FTIR and UV-Vis techniques. In addition, the electrochemical performances of the

modified electrodes toward the detection of 8-OHdG were investigated.

3. Results and Discussion – Graphene and nitrogen-doped graphene deposited on two glassy-carbon

electrodes were tested in laboratory solution (pH 6 PBS) for the detection of 8-OHdG. The results were

compared with those obtained for bare glassy-carbon electrode. As expected, the electrochemical signals

recorded with both modified electrodes were higher than those obtained for bare glassy-carbon electrode.

This was due not only to the increase of the active area of each modified electrode but also to the

enhancement of the electron-transfer rate at the solution/electrode interface, by the deposited layer. The

best electrochemical performances in terms of Limit of Detection (LOD) and linear range (LR) were

obtained with the graphene-modified electrode (LOD = 9.09 x 10-8 M; LR = 3 x 10-7 – 10-4 M).

4. Conclusions - Graphene and nitrogen-doped graphene were prepared by the exfoliation of high-purity

graphite rods with pulses of current in the appropriate electrolyte. After structural and morphological

characterization the materials were deposited on top of two glassy-carbon electrodes. Next, their

electrochemical performances toward the detection of 8-OHdG were tested in laboratory solutions (pH 6

PBS). The best results were obtained with the graphene-modified electrode.
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